The normal modes of vibration in crystal have been determined by the group-theoretical method, familiar in the theory of molecules. Se<:tit~t !!q:uation [or determining: the frequencies of normal modes has been reduced to lower degrees by making use of the translational; crystal and K-groups. The fraquency-distribution curves have been obrained [or a few types of crystals, with a brief reference to 2nd order Raman-elfect. § 1. Introduction
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In order to classify the normal, modes of vibration of molecules, group-theoretical method is very powerful. Each mode corresponds to a definite irreducible representation of the point group to which the moiecule belongs. The secular equation for determining frequencies is reduced to the equations of lower degrees, each corresponding to a definite irreducible representation. In the present paper we have extended this general treatment to determine the normal modes in crystal.
First we develop the general theory for the case of a simple cubic lattice introducing translatioNal normal coordinates, an~ then we reduce the translational dynamical matrix by the use of the irreducible representations of K-groups in special directions in reciprocal lattice space, introduced by Bouchaert-Sm~luchowsky-Wigner.l) Next we apply these theories to actual crystals, especially to NaCI and diamond, and calculate the distribution function~ of frequencies by the· method of Houston~)assuming appropriate potential energies between atoms in the crystals. In the same way, after Born and Bradburn 3 ) we analyse the profile of the 2nd order Raman-effect for the diamond crystal by calculating the distribution functions of over-tones and combination-tones. § 2. General theory for simple cubic lattice
The position of atoms in a simple cubic lattice is expressed by their integral coordinates (t, m, n) in a suitable rectangular coordinate syste~. Consider a configuration that an atom at (t, m, n) is displaced by unit amount in %-direction, the other atoms remaining in the original regular positions. We shall denote this configuration by eel, m, n: %), and similary for the displacements in y and z-directions. Then the assembly eel, m, n: ~), ~=%,J',z, -00 <(t, m, n) <00 
We notice the transformation (2. 11) is exactly the same as (2. H» ; that is to say, the operation of a rotation of the group 0" on the translational normal vectors From this fact, we see that the reduction of the secular equation to less than 3 degrees will be impossible, if we do not make s:>me simplifying assumption for potential energy. We tried to transform this 144 di!l1ensional matrix for our specially assumed potential but in vain. Generally speaking, in the case that n atoms are included in unit cell of crystal, and they are all different from each other, they can not be combined each other by translational operations, and the secular equation for one ]{ value would be 3n dimensions (for example 6 for NaCl), namely the transformed matrix ;!)(k", ky , k.) would be 3ft dimensions. Resolution for factor group are also n times of (2'11) only. In conclusion, the secular equation can not be reduced to dimensions less than 3n, by space group. But the reduction is sometimes possible at a special point or along special lines in K-space. 
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(2.15) are ones of 2-dimensions, and others of I-dimension. The above relation shows no repetition of the same irreduci~Ie-representation and from this ground, we understand that secular equation is to be reduced down up to one dimension along the above-mentioned 3 directions in K-space. The transformation matrix for obtaining the bases which give the irreducible representations have the following forms :
Matrix JH(k, 0, 0) shows that ~(k,O, 0) has already been reduced to 1 dimension. If we transform matrices ~(k, k, k), and ~(k, k, 0) by matrices JJI(k, k, k) and M( k, k, 0), they are completely reduced down as the following equation shows.
C'=4p(1-cos k).
It can be generally said that when II particles included in unit cell are different from each other, the 3u-dimensional matrix SD is thoroughly reduced down by K-group along 3
directions, but in the case that there are some like atoms among n there may be some interchange among them by the operations of K-group, and their representations and resolutions are different from the simple n times of degeneracy of (2·13), (2·14) and (2 . 15) . In this case we have to calculate each representation corresponding to each type of crystal. It allows the same treatment as the case of molecules. We applied this method to the real crystal, for example NaCI and diamond, calculated SD matrices, carried out the reduction by K-groups and obtained the distribution functions of the frequencies by the method which Houston introduced. In these example assuming on special terms in potential energy, we take the type of (2.7), which are adopted generally and the value of constant ratio Pju.=O.05as Blackmann 5l and Montro1l 6l did. § 3. Apllication to NaCI and diamond 
The transformation matrices by K-groups are the simple enlargement of (2 . 13) (2 . 14) When ~ matrix (3.2) are transformed by J11. of (3.3) we obtain the equations
Thus the secular equation are, as we expected, reduced down to 2nd degrees. It is very simple problems to obtain the eigen-frequencies from (3."5).
(2)' Diamond In the case of diamond which has two like C atoms in a unit cell, the treatment is different to (1) , except the operation of translation. The translational matrix ..'JIhas the same type as (3·1) completely, and (l,m,n) and (l+1,11l+1,1l+1) are numbers which represent the coordinate of 2 like C atoms. From the view-point of translational operations, however, they can be treated as different atoms a and b, because the two atoms are never interchanged by translation. Hereafter we denote atom of a type, and b type. Some calculation leads us to The representation by the rotational operations are quite different from (1) . For intance in the case of rotation 71:/2 about z axis is (3.7)
As the equation shows, the interchange of a with b often happens, and the representation by Kgroups are not simple multiples of (2' 13 ) , (2· 14), and (2' 15) . They are,
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: ( Houston calculated the approximate distribution functions of the frequencies on a simple cubic crystal. We applied his method to more complex crystals. We calculated the frequencies applying our group theoretical method of reduction along the 3 directions in Kspace.
For NaCl we solve the secular equation of (3.4), (3. 
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After laborious numerical work, we obtained the distribution functions for NaCI and diamond as shown in Fig. (a) and (b) .
The second order Raman effect in crystal are explained by superpositions of comb ination-tones and over· tones of ground frequencies calculated in K-space. We could obtain the similar distribution curves as Born and Bradburn did.
